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Preface

The BPM Demo Track was held during the 7th Business Process Management Conference (BPM 2009) on 8th-10th September 2009, Ulm, Germany.

The BPM Demo Track is intended to showcase innovative business process management tools and applications, and it provides an opportunity to present and discuss emerging technologies with researchers and practitioners in the BPM field.

These online proceedings contain 11 papers presenting a subset of the tools shown during the demo track. The demo papers in these proceedings: (i) clearly state how the presented tools are innovative, (ii) describe their significance to the field of BPM, (iii) list their main functionalities and specify their maturity level, and (iv), when applicable, include brief descriptions of case studies performed using these tools, and pointers indicating where readers can find more information about these case studies.

We would like to thank the authors for their submissions, our Reviewing Committee for their hard work and for submitting their reviews on time and the organizers of the BPM 2009 conference for their support, which has made this demo track possible.
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1 In total, 15 tools were presented during the BPM Demo Track 2009.
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